Youth Club hosts Warm Welcome for Rotarians from all over the world, including Australians from Central Blue Mountains * Upper Blue Mountains Sunrise * Como * Springwood

Kangaroos in Youth Club help to host School Events

Standing from left: Pearin, Chantrea and Sreynin Kneeling from left: Pichpisey, Saoly, Noreaksith, Theara, and Puthsima.

Youth Club delivers village workshops in health and hygiene, clean water and child rights for safety and education.

Rotarian sponsor Jennifer Scott participates in ceremony to thank student musicians and dancers.
The Joy of Sponsors Meeting their Kangaroos for the First Time!

Longtime sponsors Kath and Richard meet their Kangaroo Keov during visit to SC’s Kravanh Bright Future Center (KBFC) School. Even though they had exchanged letters and photos for years, this was a truly joyful moment!

Ian and Jennifer hand-deliver gift for Dany behalf of her Kangaroo sponsor Deryl.

Frank from Springwood sponsors new Kangaroo Davin!

Among the favorite hands-on activities were helping with the BioSand Filters and School Garden.
12th Grade Class filled with Kangaroos
Reaching their Senior Year is a grand accomplishment for our students. As they prepare for the challenging government state exams in August 2019, they still make time for their demanding state school classes, SC’s special tutor classes, their Youth Club projects, their families and each other!

10th and 11th grade class Kangaroos are ready to lead!
One of the gifts of belonging to a small school community is the opportunity to grow up together like family. Finding their voices, these young people will continue traditions that enrich SC school life AND develop innovative paths toward their futures.
Another highlight of the 2019 Journey to Cambodia was the visit to the KBFC Dormitory! There are 18 girls, including several Kangaroos like Sreychin above, whose villages are so far away that they need to stay in Kravanh from Monday through Saturday in order to attend their state schools and their KBFC classes. They travel home to their families’ remote villages on Saturday and return to the Dormitory on Sunday evening.

- A lovely KBFC Scholar and English intern teacher Siv Ey is looking after them as their chaperone.
- The dorm has 2 stories, each filled with bunk beds and the girls’ cleverly organized books and clothing.
- The girls cook and study together and take care of each other like family. It’s really wonderful. SC has guided and sponsored this special opportunity for many years. It has proven to be stable and successful.
- We hope the photos capture the lively spirit of these young students in their dormitory environment. They were all gracious and informative hosts.

Kangaroos Cheangheang and Srey Yim enjoy lively English class while Sovannika adds the next comparative adjective on the board!

Thank you, Everyone, for your special support for your Kangaroos.

Your Kangaroo values hearing from you. You may always email your messages (and photos) to Sopheap ★(Pheap) who oversees Sponsor Correspondence and the Scholarship Program: sopheap@sustainablecambodia.org.

Thank you!